End Application:
M1600

Component Quantity:
32

Component Document Origin:
Industrial

Document Source:
31007

Document Type:
Parts catalog

Component Document Page Number:
2-9

NonSupply Items And Quantities:
1.434 x 8.500 in. King pin 2; bearing 2; bushing sleeve 4; shim 4; gasket 2; plug 2; taper pin 2; retaining ring 2; fitting, lubrication 6; rings 6

End Item Source:
31007

End Item Name:
Truck

Shelf Life:
N/a

Unit Of Measure:
ea

Demilitarization:
No

Fig:
A23800

Hazmat:
Yes

Repairability:
This is a nonreparable item. If condemned or economically unserviceable, then dispose at the level authorized replace the item.